Faith – definition
Greek word for Faith:

 ίστις - pistis /pis’tis/ - meaning faith, firm persuasion. “Faith”
or , is a conviction based upon hearing
o Translated as
 “faith”, “belief”, “trust”, “confidence”,
 and, also, “fidelity” and “faithfulness
o Secular Koine Greek pistis referred to a guarantee or
warranty.
o The root of pistis is peitho which itself means “to
persuade” and “to be persuaded.
o The noun form of pistis (or, verb pisteuo) brings out
these clear meanings or phases of application of the word
“faith” to the context:
 A firm conviction, producing a full acknowledgement
of God’s revelation or truth (2 Thessalonians 2:11-12)
 A personal surrender to Jesus (John 1:12)
 A conduct inspired by such surrender (2 Corinthians
5:7)
o Abraham had faith in God Himself, which means Abraham
could exercise his faith or confidence in God by believing
the promise God made. (Romans 4:17, 20, 21)
 The object of Abraham’s faith was NOT the promise,
but God who made the promise.
 There is always something already proven or known
behind faith.
 There is no such thing as blind faith. This is biblically
impossible. There must be some previous knowledge
or experience.

Two English words can be used to explain the concept of faith (pistis):
1. BELIEF – is “intellectual assent, based on a sufficiency of evidence.”
a. It is not accounted to us for righteousness like Abraham’s, for we
have not believed God but evidence.
b. No matter how much evidence we accept, our belief, or this level
of faith, is no greater than the faith of Satan, fallen angels and
demons. (James 2:19)
c. Knowledge can compel the intellect but it cannot compel the act
of the will to go to the level of trust.
d. But . . .knowledge and knowledge are the basis for belief which is
a precondition to trust.
e. To scorn knowledge and mental assent is to make faith a purely
subjective experience which is fatal
2. TRUST – is the reliance upon and commitment to.
a. Trust is of the heart not the head.
b. “for with the heart man believeth unto righteousness.” (Rom.
10:10)
Five Hebrew Words for Faith
1. Prop - Genesis 15:6, the word for “amen.” It means to use God as a
prop. To use God as a foundation, to lean on Him.

2. Confident Trust - Psalm 37:3, the word translated “faith” or “trust.”
Used of Hezekiah facing Sennecherib, David facing Goliath and three
Hebrew men facing Nebuchadnezzar’s fire. Batach usually anticipates
deliverance Putting their trust on the Lord each of these expected
deliverance. In all three of these cases the men were confident and
bold in trusting the Lord instead of circumstances or mankind. They put

their confidence/trust/faith on the Lord and expected deliverance.

3. Flee – Psalm 57:1, used to say “flee like a bunny.” As a rabbit would
flee from a large animal. The rabbit does not stay and fight the
predator, instead he flees. Right before he is about to be overtaken
the rabbit sees a rock with a crack in it or a cleft. He goes in and is
safe.

4. Withstand – Job 13:15, means to trust though in extreme pain.
Habbakkuk 3:17,18 and Daniel 3:17, 18.

5. Hang on – In Isaiah 40:31 “Those who hope in the Lord. . .” This word
originally used in making rope. There is first just a little strand, which is
easy to break. These are the “faint” in verse 30 (tired, weary, stumble
and fall). But the word is reference to the process of making a rope
with that one little breakable strand. The word “hope” in Isaiah 40:31
means to be a strand twisted into a great rope and therefore made
strong and came to mean “trust.” It means not just to “hope” but to
“keep on hoping” as you become a gigantic, powerful rope which
nothing can break.”

